
As a fundamental backbone of the Slovenian dubstep scene, the 
massive impact of the DEEP END! collective outside their 
country is highly recognized. Their quality the first and foremost is 
expressed through high volume range and decibels. As a 
collective comprised of talented artists, they share the same 
vision of constant progress and development of the sound 
system culture by organizing various events or carefully crafting 
visuals of all forms. The time is right to materialize their own 
sound in a 12" vinyl form.

DEEP END! – Chapter 1 compilation has 4 tracks of heavy bass 
lines which give a strong and thick sound no matter where you 
drop the needle, and it features artists DubDiggerz, FLO, 
RawLand and Pier.

Each artist is represented with one track. Music flows from dub to 
dubstep with a high amount of sub frequencies, hypnotic 
rhythms, oriental flutes, dub sirens and a mystical atmosphere of 
various sounds and effects. The material was produced by 
Daniel Grintal, Mark Divjak, Dan Jurca, Petar Bajan and David 
Žafran, while the visual identity is the work of M7grafiks.

The quality of every artist featured on DEEP END! – Chapter 1 
speaks for itself, including the following and appreciation from 
key figures like Mala, Joe Nice and TRUTH as well as support 
from J:Kenzo, V.I.V.E.K or Youngsta.

The compilation is released by PDV Records and DeepEnd! as 
a 12" vinyl in limited edition form. 
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